
It took God seven days to create this colorful world. But you have to wait another 

ten days for AFIH. We, who understand your impatience, 

Will show you a treat in advance! An artwork fair allows you to buy the past, 

present and future of an artwork. 

Under the concept of "Make Art into Life", AFIH 2019 will meet you at the 

Peninsula Beijing in 10 days. When art goes out of the traditional exhibition space 

and enters the living space of the hotel, it will present the possibility of the 

integration between art and living environment with unique scenes. 

As a communication platform for art institutions, collectors and art lovers, 

adhering to the concept of "high quality" and the enthusiasm of "in-depth service", 

AFIH has carefully selected 24 top galleries with different styles at home and 

abroad by constantly exploring professional, new and diversified global and local 

art institutions, thus bringing you a diversified artwork viewing experience. 

 



 
Room 500   GFT-BEIJING  

Moving between ar t and business. Aesthetics do not need to be translated!  

GFT-BEIJING began to operate the Ming and Qing furniture as the basis, and 

later devoted to the operation and service of European antique furniture. Its main 

artworks are the modern and contemporary times selected by history. The 

business-led art model is embodied in the hope to make the buyer feel that the 

money he spent is worthy.  



 
Room 501    Enjoy Time Gallery  

Interpretation of life aesthetics with pottery，Enjoy Time Gallery Only the pottery 

that unites aesthetics and life is the real crafts.  

Enjoy Time Gallery uses ceramics as the main category promotes ceramics, 

design furniture, paintings and pottery objects through the presentation of life 

aesthetics. There are Enjoy Time Gallery and Enjoy Gifts under its flag. It 

cooperates with major auction agencies such as Guradian Council and Poly 

Auction to promote domestic and foreign ceramists.  



 
Room 502   Ming Dian Gallery  

 

Siberian gift  

Founded in 2004, the Ming Dian Gallery specializes in oil painting masters from 

Russian. Spread greater awareness of Russian oil painting and art in society and 

people’s lives, promote excellent art works for enjoyment, sharing and collecting.  



  
Room 503    Narrow Gate Space  

Narrow Gate Space Enter through the narrow gate. But small is the gate and 

narrow the way that leads to life, and only a few find it.  



The "Art House" that brings together the world's top students. Narrow Gate Space 

is an experimental exhibition space that focuses on promoting contemporary art 

based on the world's top art universities. Narrow Gate Space has held many 

high-level academic exhibitions in London. It is one of the most dynamic 

independent art institutions that have rapidly grown up in a short term.  

 
Room 506 PIFO Gallery  

A surprise worth looking forward to.  



PIFO Gallery seeing the world differently through the works of artists is an 

inspiration.  

This year's participation at Art Basel in Hong Kong was rated by Artsy as one of 

the ten best booths. PIFO Gallery focuses on the research and development of 

abstract art with the business philosophy of “bringing in foreign good artworks and 

bringing out good domestic artworks”.  

 

 
Room 507   Wenski Art Gallery  



Creating an international contemporary stone carving art collection platform.  

Rethinking the role of people and stones in contemporary life and art.  

For art creation, how big is the world of stone, no one has ever said it clearly 

throughout the ages. Thus, for this vast unknown, what is left to us is only to 

constantly ask the stone.  

Room 508     Li Ying Gallery  

Unpredictable things set your mind. A love, a heart of frankness, a bit of a smooth.  



 

Li Ying Gallery is based on Lingnan and is aimed to building one of the most 

professional and authoritative contemporary art institutions in China. Li Ying 

believes that good artworks will not be outdated. As a commercial art institution, 

it’s also necessary to constantly understand the market information so that 

appropriate adjustments can be made in time, and we cannot blindly follow suit.  

 
Room 509   Art Ile  

Art has no solution, happiness is unbounded. Art is fun, fun is art.  



Art Ile is located in the National Taiwan Museum of Fine Arts, intended encourage 

people who enjoy and appreciate art could achieve higher living quality through 

art.  

 

Room   510 Whispace  

Artist's "Cambridge" Whispace infiltrates the artist's attachment to his alma mater.  

Whispace is a platform and an art district with breathing. The artists gathered here 

will continue to explore freedom and expression in the boundaries between 

tradition and frontier, inheritance and breakthrough. This is a fusion of 

multiculturalism and aesthetics with an individual style.  

 



 
Room 511    SHIXIANG SPACE  

Shixiang Space, as a leading independent art promotion agency and collection 

institution in China, is an art center integrating contemporary art gallery and 

artwork collection as well as academic studies.  



 
Room 512    Gallery Tomura  

Travel across the ocean to meet you.  

Use your own eyes to discover and appreciate.  

Gallery Tomura believes that art is not geographically restricted, mainly handles 

modern and contemporary artworks. Therefore, holds the exhibition of emerging 

artists who are Japanese, Koran, Chinese, European and American to promote 

their works to the collector, company and museum.  



 



Room 514     MiddleSpace  

Explore the magical journey of antique galleries.  

MiddleSpace located in an old house from 1920 An antique gallery like museum 

style. Middle Space While presenting classic western  

painting and sculpture, MiddleSpace also show works of two contemporary artists 

each year. MilddleSpace endeavors to select works by establishing a "system" 

among different dimensions such as art history and themes of work, and we hope 

to convey this "method" to our collectors as well.  

The first moment of feeling, thinking and acting will come to your life in 10 days. 

AFIH will discover aesthetics in life with you, and decorate your life with famous 

paintings. AFIH 2019 provides collectors with greater choice space and diversified 

artistic experience. We will create diversified artistic experience for you through 

careful selection of different regional cultures, artistic styles, artistic media and 

artistic genres of 24 galleries.  

 


